
JIT has a wide variety of Tennant options in stock now 

Whatever type of facility you have or what your floor cleaning needs are, 
we have scrubbers and sweepers in stock to help reduce man hours to 
complete the job faster. Choose from Tennant autonomous scrubbers, 
ride-on or stand-on scrubbers and sweepers, and combination sweeper 
scrubbers. 

Our team will review your operation and recommend the options that 
will work best for you! 
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Best Practices  

How to Prevent Equipment Theft
Secure your equipment storage area

When storing your equipment, ensure the area you place it in is either a 
locked section of your warehouse, if stored inside, or within a fence that’s 
at least eight feet tall, if stored outside. If using fencing, we recommend 
adding razor or barbed wire at the top. Whether storing inside or outside, 
it’s best that the area has only one way in and out, and that you conduct 
routine inspections to check for damage.

Avoid Costly 
Forklift Downtime 
Use genuine Toyota filters 
and fluids from JIT 

Toyota filters are high quality 
and two stage, allowing them 
to remove more impurities from 
your oil than a single stage filter, 
preventing excessive engine 
wear and downtime.

Need a 
Competitively 
Priced Machine 
Fast? 
We have options for you 

Choose from our large inventory 
of high quality used forklift options. 
Our team will help you find the best 
machine for your specific job, and 
if we don’t have what you need in 
stock, we’ll locate it for you.

716-569-2410Western NY's #1 Forklift & 
Industrial Equipment Dealer
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